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Rosendin Electric is the Number 1 largest privately held electrical 
contractor in North America. With over 4,300 specialized employees 

innovative business climate. Since our culture has always been to 
stay on the cutting edge of electrical technology, we've entered a 

tech markets decades ago.

The resulting 90+ years of experience in electrical construction, we 
perform work for a host of customers in:

technology IT Services

Communications

Corporate Industries

UNMATCHED EXPERIENCE

Expertise

Extensive, complex project expertise 

in high-risk/higher-value projects 

throughout North America

benchmarking for every completed 

BIM

Proven BIM and 3D-modeling 

systems that increase installation 

speed and labor productivity

Industry

Leadership

Active leadership and authoring in a 

majority of industry electrical 

Substantial experience with change 

management processes and live 



UNMATCHED EXPERIENCE



UNMATCHED EXPERIENCE

Million 
Man hours

Nationally

Million 
Man hours

Division 4

enforce safety on the job" 

Tom Sorley, CEO for Rosendin



In-house engineering department 

peer review to identify gaps

Historical data to cost model

Code compliance

Divide into key areas

Code compliance

Value for operator

Just

Resources

Modeling and Just-in-Time 

Prefabrication

Zero punch list from 

constructability review

Document control

Design schedule

End goal in mind

Incorporate all trades for input

Commit and monitor

TEAM APPROACH
Owner

Contractor
Trade Partners



ology becoming more and more relevant to our industry, m
are still figuring out how to manage the selection, pilot, imp
g support.

this from both the perspective of BIM and IT there are a nu
rtunities for companies to advance and grow, but with that
of human nature and general technology issues.



from Rosendin About Implementing Change

ortance of BIM & IT Working Together

nities in the Market

d, The Bad, The Ugly - Lessons Learned



Tracking Software
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d Application multiple times at request of business
Feedback to keep modifying the software

ns responsible for deployment, struggled with traction
y low adoption
tioning application



brary that connects different data sources with different applicati
ory - Revit/SharePoint/AutoCAD/Access/Excel

ata Standardization 
sed efficiency provided
es Feeder Schedule



Certified 
Modelers, 

Developers,  
Coordinators & 

Detailers



tance of IT and BIM working together. Both need to b
ble to fully leverage the shared benefit.



Many Opportunities As Well As Some Challenges.
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VR.

for BIM and field
ssessment and training in VR.
f design models with owners designer and builders
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Resources
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round up or top down is key component
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ly operation buy in and implementation 

ng Integrations and other software that 
forms a similar or complementary function

eping stakeholders informed and engaged

o be in it for the long haul

ng the physical and emotional changes 
ny new process






